香港浸會大學優秀本地生入學獎學金計劃
HKBU Admission Scholarship Scheme
for Outstanding Local Students
Aiming at attracting and rewarding outstanding candidates, Hong Kong Baptist
University is pleased to offer the HKBU Admission Scholarship Scheme1 for outstanding
local Year 1 students who are admitted to full-time UGC-funded undergraduate degree
programmes offered by Hong Kong Baptist University via JUPAS or non-JUPAS in academic
year 2023-2024 and whose entrance results obtained in one sitting satisfy the following
awarding criteria2:
1) For JUPAS entrants, students will be awarded a one-off full-tuition or half-tuition
scholarship if they are able to attain one of the following requirements:
Full-tuition Scholarship (HK$42,100):
a) an aggregate HKDSE score of 33 or above from the best 6 subjects under Category A;
or
b) an aggregate HKDSE score of 32 from the best 6 subjects under Category A, PLUS
Level 5** in one Category A subject.
Half-tuition Scholarship (HK$21,050):
a) an aggregate HKDSE score of 32 from the best 6 subjects under Category A; or
b) an aggregate HKDSE score of 31 from the best 6 subjects under Category A, PLUS
Level 5** in one Category A subject.
2) For non-JUPAS entrants, students will be awarded a one-off full-tuition or half-tuition
scholarship if they are able to attain one of the following requirements:
Full-tuition Scholarship (HK$42,100):
a) GCE applicants with 3ALs, AAA or above (excluding Chinese & English Language
subjects);
b) IB applicants with a total score of 37 or above (including bonus points);
c) SAT applicants with a combined score of 2,040 or new SAT score of 1,430 or above.
Half-tuition Scholarship (HK$21,050):
a) GCE applicants with 3ALs, AAB or above (excluding Chinese & English Language
subjects);
b) IB applicants with a total score of 35 or above (including bonus points);
c) SAT applicants with a combined score of 1,920 or new SAT score of 1,360 or above.
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The scholarship scheme is jointly funded by the University and respective Faculties/Schools.
The awarding criteria are subject to review every year.

Recipients may concurrently receive other scholarships or awards from HKBU or other
donors/organizations that subsidise their tuition fee provided that the total amount of
scholarships received does not exceed the actual tuition fee paid, i.e., HKBU may adjust the
amount of scholarship awarded accordingly.
3) Awards for subject excellence:
a) JUPAS entrants with Level 5** in two subjects under Category A will be awarded a
one-off HK$30,000.
b) JUPAS entrants with Level 5** in one subject under Category A will be awarded a
one-off HK$15000.
Students cannot receive the University full-tuition or half-tuition scholarship concurrently
with the above awards for subject excellence, but they may still receive the admission
scholarships offered by their Faculties/programmes if they fulfil both requirements.

